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Abstract-Seven polar passes of the NASA ~y~arnics Enpiorer 2 (DE-2) satellite during October and early 
December 1981 have been used to examine the high-latitude circulation in the upper thermosphere. Vector 
winds along the satellite track are derived by appropriate merging of thedata from the remote-sensing Fabry- 
Perotinterferometer(meridiona1 wind)and the insitu wind andtemperaturespectrometer(zona1 wind)andare 
compared with the predictions of a three-dimensional, time-dependent, global model of the thermosphere. 
Major features of the experimental winds, such as the mean day to night circulation caused by solar u.v. and 
e.u.v. heating, augmented by magnetospheric processes at high latitude and the sharp boundaries and flow 
reversals imposed on thermospheric winds by momentum transfer (ion drag) from the magnetosphere, are 
qualitatively explained by a version of the global model using a semi-empirical global model of polar electric 
fields (Volland Model 2 or Heppner Mode1 A) and a model ofglobal electron density which excludes the effects 
of high-latitude geomagnetic processes. A second version of the global dynamic model includes a theoretical 
model of the high-latitudeionosphere which isself-consistent and reflects theenhancement ofionization due to 
magnetospheric phenomena acting in addition to solar e.u.v. photo-ionizations including the interactive 
processes which occur between ionization and high latitude ion convection and the~ospheric winds. This 
second dynamical model shows an improved comparison with the structure and magnitude of polar cap and 
aurora1 oval winds at times of other than extremely low geomagnetic activity, when the first model appears a 
better match. An improved empirical description of the complex magnetospheric processes exciting the 




The dynamics of the Earth’s upper thermosphere is 
dominated by two major processes. The Hurst is the heat 
input into the dayside hemisphere due to the 
absorption of solar U.V. and e.u.v. radiation within the 
thermosphere and the second is the mainly high- 
latitude excitation by a variety of energy and 
momentum sources of magnetospheric origin. The 
dynamical consequence of the first process within the 
middle and upper parts ofthe thermosphere (say above 
200 km) is a ubiquitous global circulation away from a 
pressure maximum located at approx. 14.00 L.T. and 
following, roughly, the solar variation in latitude 
throughout the year. The maximunl winds (around the 
terminator) are about 150-250 m s-l tending to 
increase over this range with solar activity. This aspect 
of thermospheric circulation has been considered 
theoretically in a number of investigations, including 
Kohl and King (1967), V&land and Mayr (1973), 
Creekmore et at. (19751, Straus et al. (1975) and more 
recently by Fuller-Rowe11 and Rees (1980) and 
Dickinson et n[. (198 1). Experimental verification of this 
global circulation has come from satellite orbit 
analyses (King-Hele et al., 1970) from high altitude 
rocket-borne chemical releases (Lloyd et al., 1972 ; Rees 
et al., 1972), from incoherent scatter radar data (Roble 
et al., 1974) and from ground-based Fabry-Perot 
interferometers (Hernandez and Roble, 1977). 
Possible consequences of the high-latitude geomag- 
netic processes were pointed out by Cole (1962), and 
have been studied theoretically by a number of authors 
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includingCole(l97l),Fedderand Banks(l972),Maeda 
(1976) and more recently by Rees et al. (1980), Fuller- 
Rowe11 and Rees (1981) and Dickinson et al. (1982). The 
last two treatments have included the effects ofboth ion 
drag from the polar electric field (e.g. Heppner, 1977) 
and the consequent Joule heating from ionospheric 
currents. Experimental verification of the high latitude 
wind systems caused by magnetospheric processes 
havecomefrom Reesf 1971) DeVries(1972), Lloydet af. 
(1972), Hays et al. (1979), Rees (1972), Kelley et al. 
(1977) Pereira et af. (1980). Hernandez and Roble 
(1978) and Heppner and Miller (1982). These (and other 
results) have described the major features of 
thermospheric winds at high latitude as a result of ion 
drag and heating from magnetospheric sources, 
including correlations between certain wind para- 
meters at specific locations and the magnitude and 
duration ofgeomagneticevents. Thelimitations ofall of 
the previous studies, for example to a single location, by 
weather or by operational time, have been dramatically 
relaxed with the advent of the pair of NASA ~~~a~~cs 
~xp~orer(DE)satellites. OneofthesesateIlites, DE-2,in 
a low eccentricity polar orbit, is instrumented to 
observe the vector wind distribution over an arc 
covering about 50 degrees in latitude around perigee. 
Additional data from the satellite include comp- 
lementary observations of electric and magnetic fields 
and information on thermal and supra-thermal 
charged particle populations (Hoffmann, 1980). In this 
paper, however, the discussion will concentrate on the 
new wind data and on its evaluation by comparison 
with recent theoretical global models of the 
thermosphere such as those of Fuller-Rowe11 and Rees 
(1980, 1981). 
2. THE SATELLITE WIND OBSERVATIONS 
Measurements of thermospheric winds by two 
instruments on-board the DE-2 satellite have been 
combined (Killeen et al., 1982,1983) to provide a vector 
wind distribution sampled along the satellite orbital 
track for regions of the orbit near perigee. The first 
instrument is the Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) 
(Hays et al., 198 1) which remotely senses the meridional 
wind component by viewing the upper atmosphere 
airglow spectral line emissions, by limb-scanning in the 
plane of the satellite’s orbit and observing the Doppler 
shift ofsuch spectral lines. The second instrument is the 
wind and temperature spectrometer (WATS) (Spencer 
et al., 1981), which senses the cross-track or zonal wind 
component in situ by measuring the angle of arrival of 
the beam of neutral atoms entering the aperture of a 
mass spectrometer. Appropriate merging of the FPI 
and WATS data sets allowing for the geometry of limb 
scanning of the FPI (Killeen et al., 1982,1983) provides 
a measure of the total wind vector at an altitude of 
about 300-350 km during perigee passes. 
During mid October 1981, the perigee of the DE-2 
satellitewas at high southern latitude, with the orbit in a 
local time plane from 09.00 to 21.00 h, while by early 
December 1981, the perigee had precessed to the 
northern polar region, with the satellite orbit in the 
dawn-dusk plane (06.0&18.00 h). These two periods 
provided successive samples of those regions of the 
southern and northern polar thermosphere which are 
directly affected by the major energy and momentum 
inputs from the magnetosphere. Due to temporal and 
spatial variations of the magnetospheric input and the 
Universal Time modulation of the thermosphere as the 
geomagnetic pole rotates about the geographic pole, no 
single orbit will describe the range of thermospheric 
phenomena which occur. However. orbits during 
2012 l/22 Otto ber and 3/4 December 198 1 have allowed 
the major modulations of thermospheric winds at high 
latitude due both to U.T. variations and geomagnetic 
processes to be described in a qualitative way for both 
hemispheres. 
3. THE THEORETICAL MODEL 
The development of a self-consistent theoretical 
model of the Earth’s thermosphere has been described 
in a series of papers (Fuller-Rowe11 and Rees, 1980, 
1981, 1983; Fuller-Rowe11 et al., 1983). The model 
includes a full global treatment of the Navier-Stokes 
equations and has a range of options which introduce 
either theoretical or semi-empirical models of the solar 
energy input, the ionosphere and the major energy and 
momentum inputs from the magnetosphere in terms of 
Joule heating, ion drag and particle heating. The 
magnetospheric sources of energy and momentum are 
parameterised for different levels of geomagnetic 
activity. The geomagnetic input introduces a strong 
U.T. variation in thermospheric structure and 
dynamics, due to the offset of the geomagnetic poles 
from the geographic poles. In addition, this offset is 
considerably different in the North and South 
Hemispheres. To simulate the consequences of 
magnetosphericsubstorms, themagnetosphericenergy 
and momentum sources can be made time dependent, 
following in an approximate way the behaviour of the 
real magnetosphere. To simulate the behaviour of the 
thermosphere at times of moderately disturbed 
geomagnetic conditions, (approx. 3 < K, < 4) (Model 
MD}, the high latitude ionospheric electron density 
structure has been takenfroma theoretical treatment of 
the polar and aurora1 ionosphere by Quegan et at. 
(1982). This option greatly improves the reality of the 
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electron density distribution at high latitude, at other 
than extremely low levels of geomagnetic activity. To 
simulate more quiet geomagnetic conditions (Model 
Q), the semi-empirical ionospheric models of Ching 
and Chiu (1973) and Chiu (1975) have been used. These 
semi-empirical models do not reflect the aurora1 and 
polar region enhancements of electron density and 
other consequences ofthe interactions between particle 
precipitation, convective electric fields and induced 
thermosphetic winds. Neither model of the polar 
ionosphere does, we believe, properly allow for wide- 
spread precipitation of sub-kilovolt electrons, par- 
ticularly in the dayside cusp region. These particles are 
essential to excite the bright aurora1 emissions (01630 
nm) observed in the cusp region and more widely 
around the aurora1 oval even during geomagnetically 
quiet periods and also have important consequences 
for the ionosphere and the energy balance of the upper 
thermosphere. For the total range of geomagnetic 
activity (I < K, -=z 4) considered here, it seems 
appropriate to use the polar electric field model II of 
Volland (1978). The momentum input of this analytical 
model is approximately equivalent to that of Heppner 
(1977) model A. For the two levels (1 < K, < 2; 
3 < K, < 4) of geomagnetic input which we have 
chosen to simulate separately, the distinction is made 
by either using the semi-empirical Chiu (1975) 
ionosphere to simulate lower levels of geomagnetic 
activity, or the theoretical ionosphere model adapted 
from Quegan et ul. (1982) which provides magnetos- 
pheric enhancements of electron density and conduc- 
tivity to enhance both the ion-drag acceleration of the 
neutral gas and the Joule heating at high latitudes. For 
each level of geomagnetic activity, the model has been 
run with the solar illumination corresponding to (a) 16 
October and (b) 21 December, approximating the real 
solar input appropriate to the southern and northern 
passes respectively. The simulations include a two- 
constituent description of the thermosphere (Fuller- 
Rowe11 and Rees, 1983) which accommodates the 
modification of thermospheric composition at fixed 
pressure levels by persistent vertical convection and 
horizonta1 adveetion. These composition changes are 
particularly important at the solstices, and at times of 
persistent elevated geomagnetic activity, when sys- 
tematic mean meridional winds of tens of metres per 
second occur. No detailed description of the model used 
for comparison with the satellite wind data will be given 
here,as such descriptionscan be found in Fuller-Rowe11 
and Rees (1980, 1981, 1983). 
4. THE DATA SET 
Table 1 summarizes the geophysical and geomag- 
netic conditions for the seven selected polar passes of 
TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF GEOPHYSICAL AND GEOMAGNETIC 
CONDITONS FOR DE-2 ORESISUSEDIN ANALYSIS 
Orbit Date 
number Day (1981) U.T. K, A, 
(A) South polar passes 22-25 October 1981 
1181 295 22 October 11.1 50 72 
1182 295 22 October 12.7 7- 72 
1200 296 23 October 17.8 3a 27 
1222 298 25 October OS.4 5- 18 
(B) North polar passes 3/4 December I98 1 
1810 337 3 December 19.4 3_ 8 
1813 337 3 December 22.6 3 8 
1816 338 4 December 03.4 3+ 10 
DE-2 during 22-25 October and 3-4 December 198 1. 
The wind data are summarized, plotted in geomagnetic 
coordinates, in Fig. 1. It can be seen that these orbits 
occur at widely different Universal Times and thus the 
orbits, while each crosses the geographic pole, cut the 
geomagnetic polar regions in a range of locations from 
near the dayside cusp, to the nightside aurora1 oval and 
Harang discontinuity. The October passes are close to 
09.00-21.00 h Local Solar Time, while those of 
December are close to 06.0@-18.00 L.S.T. The October 
orbits occurred during a period of high geomagnetic 
activity, with K, varying between 3 and 7 + During the 
3 and 4 December orbits, geomagnetic activity was less 
disturbed, with II, varying between 3 - and 3 + in the 
appropriate 3 h intervals. The data from the southern 
and northern orbits are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 
respectively, where they are now plotted in geographic 
coordinates. In these figures, the satellite wind data (in 
vector form) are compared with slices, at the 
appropriate altitude (310 km) and longitude/local tjme, 
for the specific U.T. of each polar pass. taken from each 
of the two model simulations. Each figure has an 
associated polar plot of the wind lield poleward of 40 
degrees (geographic) taken from the model with 
moderate geomagnetic activity. to place the wind data 
in the context of the appropriate hemispheric 
circulation. The details of the specific models used for 
these comparisons are summarized in Table 2 and 
reflect the appropriate solar declination, a moderately 
high level of solar electromagnetjc activity (F10.7 cm 
= 150), and two levels of geomagnetic input 
corresponding to slightly disturbed (1 < K, c 2), and 
moderately disturbed (3 < K, < 4) conditions. 
In each polar pass, a number of features can be 
readily identified : 
(i) There is a region of strong anti-sunward flow over 
the geomagnetic polar cap in which the wind speed and 
direction are both variable, within a given pass. and 
from pass to pass, 
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SOUTHERNPOLAR PERIGEE PASSESIN~CTOBER 1981. 
Data are plotted in geomagnetic coordinates (latitude, local time). All orbits cross the geographic pole. (a) 
Orbit 1181; (b) Orbit 1182; (c) Orbit 1200 and(d) Orbit 1222. 
Geomagnetic Catitude/LMT 










Frc;.ljh~.Col~~~si~~v~c~~~ WIND PLOT OFDATA FROM FAKRY-PEROTINTERFE~OOMETEK AND W.A.T.S. FOR 
THREE NOORTHEKN PCtLAK PERIGEE PASSES IN DECEMBER kg&l. 
Data are plotted in geomagnetic coordinates (latitude, local time). All orbits cross the geographic pole. (a) 
Orbit 1810:(b) Orbit 1813 and(c) Orbit 1816. 
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S.POLE 
F1<;.2(a). COMPARISONBETWEENEA(‘H INDIVIDUALSOUTHEKN(~~T. 1981) POLAKPASS(MARKED KVEC ORBIT 
No.) AND THE CORRESPONDING POLAR SLICFS FROM wo THEOKZICAL GLIIBAL (THREE-DIMENSIONAL, TIME- 
DEPENDENT)MODELSIMULATIONS,AT 320 km. 
Chiu -Quiet geomagnetic conditions. SheffieldPModerately-disturbed geomagnetic conditions. 
Geographical latitude and local solar time are marked, referring to Fig. 1 for geomagnetic orientation and to 
text for detailed model explanation. Scale: 10”Latitude 3 667 m s-l. 
D. REES er ai. 
(ii1 
Orbit 1182 
13.2 U.T. 0 his 
ia 
Orbit 1181 I 
lO.8 UT. Ohm 
18.0 U.T. Ohm 
hit ,222w. 
6.0 U.T. 0 hrs 
FIG. 2(b). HEMISPUERIC MODEL WIND SIMULATIONS CORRESPONDING TO THE U.T. OF EACH SOUTHERN WLAK PASS. 
Data shown poleward of 40’S latitude(geographic). (i) 10.80 U.T. ;(ii) 13.20 U.T. ; (iii) 18.00 U.T. and (iv) 06.00 
-77.. 
U.1. 
(ii) Associated with the location ofthe dusk and dawn 
parts of the aurora1 oval there is a region of sunward 
winds (or a strong reduction of the anti-sunward wind) 
which corresponds to the location of the region of 
sunward ion flow. The major modulation of the 
location of this region (in a geographic frame of 
reference) is due to the offset of the geomagnetic pole 
and thus the polar ion convection pattern (Maynard 
1982, private communication) from the geographic 
pole. A second modulation, which is not well described 
in this limited data set, we expect to be due to the 
expansion and contraction of the aurora1 oval, and the 
strengthening and weakening of the overall convection 
vefocities in response to variations of the interactions 
between the solar wind and the magnetosphere. 
(iii) Below the latitude of the aurora1 oval, the 
thermospheric wind again becomes anti-sunward, 
reverting to the pattern of thermospheric winds driven 
by a low-latitude solar energy source. Windsin the mid- 
latitude region are measured (in this sample) relatively 
close to the terminator, and are much more consistent 
in magnitude and direction than those at higher 
latitudes. 
(iv) The wind velocities at high latitude, within the 
two Bow regimes discussed above, are highly variable. 
There is only a general relationship between 
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FIG.~(~). COMPARISONBETWEENEACHINDIVIDUALNORTHERN(DECEMBER ~%~)P~LARPASS(MARKED KVEC 
ORBIT No.) ANU~HEMRRESPOMD~NGPO~AKSLICESFROMTW~TIIEORE~CALGLOBAL(THREE-UIMENSIONAL,TIME- 
~EPENDE~T)MOD~L~~~ULATION~AT 320 km. 
Chiu-Quiet geomagnetic conditions. Sheffield-ModerateIy-distributed geomagnetic conditions. Geo- 
graphical latitude and focal solar time are marked, referring to Fig. 1 for geomagnetic orientation and to 
text for detailed model explanation. Scale: 10” Latitude = 667 m s- *. 
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02.4 U.T. 0 hrs 
FIG. 3(b). HEMISPHERIC MODEL WIND SI~~~ONS C~~~~~iN~ TO THE U.T. OF EACH NORTHEXN POLAR PASS. 
Data shown poleward of 40”N latitude (geographic). (i) 19.20 W.T. ; (iij 22.80 U.T. and (iii) 02.40 U.T. 
geomagnetic activity and velocity. In this small sample, 
what geomagnetic variations are present are strongly 
modulated by the U.T. dependency discussed earlier. In 
particular, the wind velociti& in specific regions can 
only be correIated with parameters associated with 
geomagnetic activity in a frame of reference which 
follows the changing pattern of magnetospheric 
convection as that is projected onto the high latitude 
ionosphere and thermosphere. The wind velocities in 
these different flow regimes, their dependence on 
Universal Time and response to geomagnetic events 
wili now be considered in detail and compared with the 
model predictions. 
5. DISCUSSION 
Table 3 summarizes the locations of the flow 
boundaries which can be identified in the experimental 
wind data, as well as in the model results. The major 
phenomena are the anti-sunward flow observable 
below about 60degrees geomagneticlatitude whenever 
data is available, the enhanced anti-sunward flow over 
the polar cap and the narrow regions of sunward- 
directed wind in both dawn and dusk parts of the 
aurora1 oval. 
In both hemispheres, all wind observations in the 
regions below about 60 degrees geomagnetic latitude, 
A comparison of wind observations of the upper thermosphere 
TABLE 2. SUMMARYOFENERGYANDMOMENTUMINPUTSTOTHERMOSPHERICDYNAMICALMODEL 
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A. Geomagentic input 
“Q” Model (Quiet- 15 K, 2 2) 
Chiu (1975) Global Ionospheric Model 
“MD” Model (Moderate disturbance--3 5 K, 6 4) 
“Sheffield” High Latitude Ionospheric Model 
(adapted from Quegan et al., 1982)* 
Volland (1978) Model II Polar Electric Field 
No additional high latitude particle heating/ 
ionization 
B. Solar U.V. + e.u.v. heating global input calculated for : 
I 16 October (Solar declination -9’) 
(October-S. Hemisphere polar passes) 
II 21 December (Solar declination -23”) 
(December-N. Hemisphere polar passes) 
Solar activity F,0,7 = 150x lO_” W mm2 Hz-’ 
4 Global simulations- 16 October (Chiu) ; 
21 December (Chiu) ; 
Disturbed model (Fig. 6) 
Volland (1978) Model II Polar Electric Field 
No additional high latitude particle heating/ 
ionization 
16 October (Sheffield) 
21 December (Sheffield) 
Geomagnetic input : Expanded aurora1 oval and enhanced cross polar cap electricfield(Maynard, 1982ref. Rees et al.. 1983) 
130 kV cross polar cap potential 
“Sheffield” High Latitude Ionospheric Model (adapted from Quegan et al.. 1982) 
Solar input: As for “Q” and “MD” Models (for 21 December) 
*Merged with Chiu (1975) Global Ionosphere Model at low/middle latitudes. 
which do not come under the direct influence of 
magnetospheric convection during periods of low or 
moderate geomagnetic activity, show a systematic anti- 
sunward flow of between 100 and about 180 m s-r 
independent of U.T. or geomagnetic activity. The 
comparable value in the model simulation averages 
about 150 m s-l, which implies that the non- 
magnetospheric aspects (i.e. those due to solar e.u.v. 
heating) of the model are in approximate agreement 
with the real thermosphere. However, this sample and 
distribution of experimental data is insufficient to 
warrant a more detailed analysis. 
For the three northern orbits, and the four southern 
orbits, the comparison of each pass with the model 
simulations shows that the regions of the anti-sunward 
winds of the polar cap and the sunward winds of the 
aurora1 oval accurately correspond to the plasma 
convection regions as defined in the Heppner (1977) 
convection pattern. The particular model (A) reflects a 
moderate level of geomagnetic activity (3 < K, < 4) 
and although this model is based on a rather small 
sample of data from OGO 6 (in 1969), fortunately the 
satellite was in a near polar orbit, with a dusk/dawn 
configuration, similar to that of DE-2 at the time of the 
observations discussed here. 
If ion drag were the only force acting on the neutral 
gas of the upper thermosphere, it might be expected 
(Cole, 1962) that the velocity of the neutrals would 
correspond closely in magnitude and direction to that 
of the ions (given by the local E A B/B’ drift). Three 
regions can be described by the new satellite data and 
by the mode1 : 
(i) In the afternoon/evening aurora1 oval the neutrals 
follow accurately the direction of the local ion drift, but 
have a velocity between 30 and about 60% of the 
average of that of the ions. Other forces. particularly 
inertial, Coriolis and viscosity, act to limit the neutral 
wind to this fraction of the local ion velocity, a fraction 
which we may expect to depend on the local electron 
density and thus on geomagnetic activity. 
(ii) Over the polar cap, the neutral wind velocity 
shown by the D.E. data is similar to the ion drift velocity 
(and sometimes exceeds it). An examination of the 
energy and momentum terms with the UCL model 
indicates that high altitude heating (and Vp forces) and 
inertial terms are very important in producing such 
high winds, which cannot be generated or maintained 
by ion drift acceleration alone (due to viscosity). 
(iii) In the dawn/morning parts of the aurora1 oval, 
the neutral wind may or may not follow the local 
sunward (eastward) ion drift and generally, there is a 
significant equaforward component. Inertial and 
Coriolis (and sometimes Vp) forces are extremely 
important in this region. Conversion of sunward 
(eastward) ion drag momentum into an equatorward 
component occurs, which also limits the magnitude of 
any induced sunward wind component. 
In the future, a more detailed analysis of the 
correspondence between ion convection and neutral 
winds will be made, using data taken simultaneously 
from additional DE-2 instruments-the vector electric 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UCL 3-DIRNSIONRL TIME-DEPENDENT NEUTRRL WIND HDDEL 
SEPRRRTE GEOGRRPHIC RN0 GEDtlRGNETIC POLES 
SOUTH GEOIIRGNETIC POLE : 71 DEG LRT. ; 126 DEG LONG. 
SHEFFIELD ELECTRON DENSITT HODEL 
VOLLAND V2 ELECTRIC FIELD MODEL 
OCTOBER 16 SlNULATlDN 
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_> = 1Lloo M/SEC 
FIG. ~.UNIVEKSITY COLLEGE LONDON THREE-DIMENSIONAL, TIME-DEPENDENT NEUTRAL WIND MODEL. 
Separate geographic and geomagnetic poles. South geomagnetic pole : 74” Lat. ; 126” Long. Sheffield Electron 
Density Model plus Volland V2 Electric Field Model. 16 October simulation. Altitude 320 km; local time 
sector: 20.40-08.40 h. This presentation allows the U.T./geomagnetic dependence of vector winds from DE-2 
to be compared orbit by orbit. Note this is not a flow pattern. Each slice is taken from the model at the same 
local time, at 1.2 (U.T.) intervals, as the Earth rotates under the plane of the satellite orbit. 
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lXL S-DINENSIONRL TINE-DEPENDENT NEUTRFU. NINO NODEL 
SEPWRTE GEOGFWHIC AND GEOHRGNETIC POLES 
NMUH GEWQGtiETIC POLE I 80 DEG LRT. i 272 DEG LONG. 
WFFIELD ELECTRON DENSITY MODEL 
VOLLFIND V2 ELECTRIC FIELD MODEL 
DECEMBER 21 SIMLMJTION 
RLTITUDE (KM1 : 320 
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FIG. 5. UNIVEKSITY COLLEGE LONDON THREE-DIMENSIONAL,TIME-DEPENDENTNEUTRAL WIND MODEL. 
Separate geographic and geomagnetic poles. North geomagnetic pole : 80” Lat. ; 272” Long. Sheffield Electron 
Density Model plus Volland V2 Electric Field Model. 21 December simulation. Altitude 320 km; local time 
sector: 18.m6.00 h. This presentation allows the U.T/geomagnetic dependence of vector winds from DE-2 
to be compared orbit by orbit. Note this is not a flow pattern. Each slice is taken from the model at the same 
local time, at 1.2 (U.T.) intervals, as the Earth rotates under the plane of the satellite orbit. 
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UCL 3-DIHENSIONRL TIME-DEPENDENT NEUTRRL WIND MODEL 
SEPRRATE G~OGRRPHIC RND GEDMRGNETIC POLES 
NORTH GEOIIRGNETIC POLE : 80 DEG LRT. ; 272 OEG LONG. 
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LEF2 LRRGt ELECTRIC FIELD MODEL 
RLT 1 TUOE lKMl : 320 
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_> = 1000 H/SEC 
FIG. 6. STORM-TIME SIMULATION, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON THREE-DIMENSIONAL, TIME-DEPENDENT 
NEUTRAL WIND MODEL. 
Separate geographic and geomagnetic poles. North geomagnetic pole : SO” Lat. ; 272” Long. Sheffield Electron 
Density Model; LEF2 Large Electric Field Model ; Expanded amoral oval and cross-cap potential. Altitude 
320 km; U.T. 22.80. Note: This diagram shows the actual thermospheric flow pattern at 22.80 UT. In 
December 1981, the DE-2 satellite was (approx.) in the 06.W18.00 Local Solar Time plane and thus crossing 
the region of peak westward winds (- 50” geographical latitude at 22.80 U.T., over North America). 
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makes in situ observations of the convective electric 
field and the ion drift meter (IDM), which senses the ion 
drift perpendicular to the satellite velocity vector 
(Heelis et al., 1981). 
Southern orbits 
The comparisons between the DE-2 data and model 
winds for the southern polar orbits show that the 
major features of experimental and model winds are in 
excellent agreement in respect of the locations of dusk 
and dawn aurora1 oval boundaries in the neutral flow 
andin the return to antisunward flow at lower latitudes. 
There is a very large modulation (about 45”) in the 
geographic location of these boundaries as a function of 
Universal Time. This is due to the sampling in fixed 
local time by the satellite and the 23” co-latitude of the 
geomagnetic pole in the Southern Hemisphere. With 
the possible exception of orbit 1182, the wind velocities 
observed by the satellite compare better with the model 
constructed to represent conditions of moderate 
geomagnetic activity, rather than low activity. Of 
particular interest is the comparison for orbit 1200, 
which just skims the “throat” of the polar cusp (dayside) 
at a time, for this sample of orbits, of the lowest 
geomagnetic activity. This demonstrates very well the 
abrupt acceleration of the neutral gas into the polar cap 
by ion drag. Orbit 1182 occurred during a period of very 
high geomagnetic activity, when a major enhancement 
of ion drag acceleration of the aurora1 thermosphere 
could have been expected. There is no region of distinct 
and strong sunward how in the dawn aurora1 oval 
despite the high level of activity indicated by K,. The 
complex and rapid dynamical response of the 
thermosphere to individual substorms (Fuller-Rowe11 
and Rees, 1981) contrasting with the 3-h averaging 
inherent in the global K, index is one reason for this 
behaviour. It is also characteristic for the sunward 
winds ofthe dawn aurora1 oval to be almost universally 
smaller in magnitude than those of the dusk aurora1 
oval. This feature has been noted previously and 
discussed in some detail by Fuller-Rowe11 et al. (1983). 
Orbit 1181, which traverses across the centre of the 
polar cap (geomagnetic), shows an abrupt shear 
reversal in the wind flow at the boundary of the polar 
cap with the dawn oval, while the other orbits which 
cross the polar cap show more gradual rotational 
reversals. The nature of the flow transition from polar 
cap to aurora1 oval partly reflects the location of the 
traverse of the polar cap in the context of global 
thermospheric circulation and partly the detailed ion 
convection pattern. These features are demonstrated 
rather more clearly in Fig. 4 which shows the U.T. 
variation of the winds predicted by the moderate 
activity model for the south polar passes for the local 
time plane of the DE-2 orbit in October 1981. 
Northern orbits 
Orbit 1810 shows a narrow and intense region of 
sunward winds in the evening aurora1 oval, 
immediately following a short-lived substorm. This 
orbit is located toward the night-side ofthe aurora1 oval 
and both the experimental data and the model 
simulations show the gradual rotation of the wind 
vectors from the region ofpolar cap anti-sunward flow, 
to the sunward vectors of the aurora1 oval. Orbit 1813, 
by comparison, is located dawn/dusk in both 
geomagnetic and geographic coordinates and the 
resulting wind vectors of DE-2 and the model show an 
abrupt shear-type reversal. This orbit also shows an 
extremely high anti-sunward polar cap wind speed, 
which is about a factor of 50% above the winds of even 
the MD model depicting moderately disturbed 
geomagnetic conditions. Orbit 1816 traverses close to 
the throat of the dayside polar cusp. Both model and 
DE-2 data show the rotation of neutral flow, sweeping 
around from the evening aurora1 oval and entering the 
polar cap through the mid-day cusp region, mapping 
the ion velocity pattern in this region ofthe high latitude 
ionosphere. Figure 5 shows the U.T. variation of the 
polar thermosphere wind for the local time plane of the 
DE-2 orbit in December 1981 (MD Model). The 
experimental data once more show that the MD model 
which depicts moderately disturbed geomagnetic 
conditions reflects thermospheric circulation at 320 km 
rather better, particularly in respect of the polar cap 
winds. Orbits which follow periods with geomagnetic 
substorms (orbit 1813) however, demonstrate a 
marked tendency for the observed polar cap winds to be 
higher than shown in the MD model simulation. In Fig. 
6 a simulation corresponding to orbit 1813 is shown 
where the polar electric field pattern has been 
considerably enhanced, in addition to ionospheric 
enhancements, as might correspond to a high level of 
geomagnetic activity (5 < K, < 7). In this simulation, 
the aurora1 oval winds are higher than the experimental 
observations, but the polar cap winds still do not reach 
the magnitude of those seen during orbit 18 13. 
6. SUMMARY 
The MD neutral wind models which include a 
theoretical enhancement of electron density within the 
aurora1 oval due to interacting magnetospheric/ 
ionospheric/thermospheric processes consistently 
show sharper wind structures than the Q models (based 
on the Chiu (1975) ionospheric model). They also show 
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higher wind velocities in the aurora1 oval, both features 
which are shown by the DE-2 wind data. Apparently, 
even during periods of relatively quiet geomagnetic 
conditions (such as orbits 1810 and 1816), a modest 
enhancement of the ion and electron density in the 
middle and upper “F” region exists, above the level of 
ionization due to solar photo-ionization and rep- 
resented by the Chiu model. The small recombination 
rates of the upper “F” region, and the particular paths 
traced out by flux tubes under the influence of 
magnetospheric convection (Quegan et al., 1982), allow 
such enhancement even in the absence of discrete 
substorms, due to a continuous low level of 
magnetospheric particle precipitation. Substorm- 
induced enhancement of electron density in the upper 
“F” region (above 300 km) will only decay slowly for the 
same reason (Roble and Rees, 1977). The comparison 
between the two simulations and the experimental data 
stress the correlation between winds and the ion 
convection pattern in the geomagnetic polar regions. 
The comparison also demonstrates that the aurora1 
enhancement of ionization is a crucial factor in 
determining not only the wind magnitudes which are 
produced by ion drag, but also the characteristic shapes 
of the signatures of the high latitude wind disturbances 
as sampled by a polar-orbiting satellite. For the orbits 
selected here, a single pattern of the magnetospheric 
electric field (Volland Model 2 or Hepper Model A) has 
been adequate to explain the major wind features. This 
is by no means always the case. During very disturbed 
periods, as the size of the aurora1 oval expands and the 
ion convection intensifies, the wind patterns and 
magnitudes are seen to accommodate to the increased 
diameter of the aurora1 oval in addition to the 
increasing momentum input. This effect is illustrated in 
the storm simulation shown in Fig. 6 and will be 
discussed in detail in future papers. Using the data from 
the seven orbits discussed here it is not possible to 
distinguish clearly between the effects of the high 
latitude momentum input to the thermosphere and 
those due to the associated heating processes (Joule 
heating and particle heating). In future papers it will be 
possible to extend the scope of the discussion to include 
such effects, using data from a wider range of orbits 
covering a greater variety of local times. In particular, 
the major effects of high latitude heating become 
apparent in the local time region from midnight to 
about 06.00, and extend to relatively low latitudes. 
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